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gradient profile
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For each peak, we
look for neighbors
in a window of
height and time.
All the peaks in
the same window
are linked
together by a
thread.
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5.5.Cluster
Idea : BL air is
characterized by
- High
turbulence
- High aerosol
content
We track the BL
air by gathering
these high
values in
clusters

Algorithm : “K means” (non-hierarchical
clustering). Used mainly in data-mining.
From : Toledo et al. (2013)*
Description : Iterative algorithm with three
steps in the main loop :
1) Calculate point-to-seed distances.
2) Link each point with its closest seed.
3) Redefine the seed.

Vertical staring

*Reference : Toledo D. et al. (2013): Cluster analysis: a new approach applied to lidar measurements for atmospheric
boundary layer height estimation. J.Atm.Oceanic Tech, 31, 422-436.
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7. Conclusion and next steps
At this point, we have an estimation of BLH from each of the
data (velocity variance, aerosol backscatter, wind),
independently. But each one have its drawback (range,
availability, accuracy). Mixing them intelligently could be a
way to build a full time available and accurate estimator.
The clustering analysis method mixes the data from the
beginning, but not yet the wind info. The main drawback is
representativeness of the cluster.

 Add wind information (wind speed and wind
direction) in clustering
 Investigate the convergence of the seeds (are the
final clusters representative?)
 Improve the mechanism to choose the peaks
 Mix the 6 peak estimators into a single one
 Evaluate the algorithms on a extended dataset

